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Here you can find the menu of Charlie Chow's Dragon Grill in Salt Lake City. At the moment, there are 30 dishes
and drinks on the food list. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What Abagail Murazik

likes about Charlie Chow's Dragon Grill:
Honestly, the best Chinese food I've ever eaten. it's almost too. the service is great and it is family owned in so

that they know that their money will directly support the human art of life. it is perfect for immersing or going out. I
work with a dealer and many of us order from here weekly and we don't have to go on. we will simply show up
and order and they will have our food within 2-5 minutes and it doesn't eve... read more. The rooms on site are

wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physical disabilities. What Ursula Maggio
doesn't like about Charlie Chow's Dragon Grill:

me. it felt like they had (hard) leaned on their call and their legacy and not (a lot) try on their food front. bland and
boring eating. I had food dish Chinese that I enjoyed more. also the customer service left much to wish. read

more. A visit to Charlie Chow's Dragon Grill is particularly valuable due to the extensive variety of coffee and tea
specialties, On the daily specials there are also several Asian menus. You can still relax at the bar after the meal

(or during it) and enjoy a alcoholic or non-alcoholic drink, The creative fusion of different menus with fresh
and occasionally daring products is highly valued by the guests - a nice example of Asian Fusion.
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Starter� & Salad�
SHRIMP

Sauce�
ERDNUSSSAUCE

Chicke�
CURRY CHICKEN

Soup
HOT AND SOUR SOUP

Homemad� Sauce�
PEANUT SAUCE

Sid� Order
BROWN RICE

Beverage�
THAI TEA

Ho� drink�
TEA

Frie� Ric� & Noodle�
LO MEIN

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

Sauce�
SAUCE

Restauran� Categor�
VEGAN

VEGETARIAN

BAR

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

SALAD

NOODLES

Dishe� ar� prepare� wit�
SHRIMP

CARROTS

TERIYAKI

BROCCOLI

EGGS

GARLIC

MEAT

VEGETABLE

CHICKEN

PORK MEAT

TRAVEL

VEGETABLES

HONEY
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Opening Hours:
Tuesday 11:00 -21:00
Wednesday 11:00 -21:00
Thursday 11:00 -21:00
Friday 11:00 -22:00
Saturday 11:00 -22:00
Sunday 04:00 -21:00
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